
Food Preparat ion and Nutrit ion 
- Simpl if ied - ski l ls over t ime

I can prepare myself  and work area with some guidance

 I can identify and use some basic equipment with l imited abil i ty to make a product  safely.  

 I can identify basic qualit ies of my product and use some sensory words to describe it. 

 I can ident ify basic l inks between the materials used in my product.  

I can prepare myself  and work area hygienically to work in a safe way.

 I can describe, select and use a range of  equipment with some abil i ty  to make an acceptable product  meeting   
some success criteria

 I can use basic sensory testing to describe the qualit ies of my product and using some sensory vocabulary give 
some reasons for what went well and what can be improved

 I can describe some l inks between materials used in my product in relation to nutrit ion, safety, science, choice 

and food provenance. 

I can prepare myself  quickly, hygienically and correctly to demonstrate working in a safe and sensible manner

 I can show good awareness and an abil i ty to use equipment  with some skill to make a good product  meeting 
most success criteria

 I can use a variety of sensory analysis to test the qualit ies of my product , explain what went well and suggest 
appropriate improvements

 I can apply the principles of food nutrit ion, safety, science, choice + provenance in relation to a food product

I can independently prepare myself  quickly, safely and hygienically to work in a tidy and organised manner

 I can follow a plan to correctly select and use a range of suitable equipment with moderate skil l  , ability and 
precision to make a qual ity product  meeting key success criteria.

I can objectively evaluate and explain the sensory outcomes of a product in relation to cooking methods and 
techniques to suggest relevant improvements and alternatives

I can explain the l inks in relation to principles of food nutrit ion, safety, science, choice + provenance for a food 
product and its components

I can competently prepare myself  and work area in an eff icient , safe, hygienic way; working  effectively in a 
clean and organised manner, applying good food safety practice throughout.

 I can use a wide range of equipment in a confident and controlled manner with good abil i ty and skil l  , to 
consistently produce good qual ity products with a good quality f inish, meeting all success criteria.

I can crit ically evaluate the success of  a dish against specif ied criteria and analyse relevant improvements 
linked to alternative dietary needs, cooking methods and sensory outcomes

I can analyse and explain principles of food nutrit ion, safety, science, choice + provenance in relation to a dish 
and its components
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 Starting stage is STM 1 in yr 7.
Progress based on 12 week carousels  

a) Fully independent - able to assist others

Uses plan as checklist  

Scaf folding in pract ical
b) Requires reminders - uses peers

Refers to plan when reminded

c) Requires practical assistance - teacher led 

Minimal use of  simplified plan 
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